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Abstract. As the number of international users on Facebook has increased,
users with multi-lingual backgrounds showed their diversity in language
selections. Some research has studied how Facebook affects users’ social capital.
This study examines users’ language selection behaviors and analyzes their
selections by applying the concept of cultural capital. It aims to provide infor-
mation to designers to develop cross-cultural applications or web pages on
Facebook, for example, advanced translation tools or different language versions
of web pages with cultural elements. The cross-cultural design might attract
more international users and improve the website’s usability. Through observing
83 active Facebook users’ status updates and interviews with 10 users with
multi-lingual backgrounds, we find that audience, locality and context are three
important factors that affect users’ language selections. It showed that users’
language proficiency plays a role when users choose the language in their posts
and comments. The characteristics of different languages also affect users’
language selections when they update their status and interact with other users
on Facebook. Furthermore, some users prefer to use their native languages or
heritage languages other than English on Facebook because they want to show
their cultural capital and keep their cultural heritage alive.

Keywords: CSCW � Cross-cultural design � Cultural capital � Multi-lingual �
Locality � Context � Audience � Language proficiency

1 Introduction

With the fast development of social computing, Facebook is one of the most popular
social networking websites. It is an English language based website. However, as the
number of web users who are speakers of other languages increases, the role of lan-
guage on Facebook is becoming important. By the end of 2014, Facebook had more
than 208 million users in North America while there were over a billion users all over
the world [3]. A significant proportion of Facebook users are not native English
speakers. In order to meet the language requirements from a vast variety of users,
Facebook has introduced a translation tool. However, the translation tool is limited to
specific languages and different Facebook settings. For example, Hindi comments on
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wall posts cannot be translated into English yet. This translation function is only
offered on Facebook pages instead of profiles. The translation tool can reduce language
barriers and help users in certain situations. Yet it cannot remove the barriers. Users
with multi-lingual backgrounds are still using different languages due to their
selections.

The goal of this paper is to examine Facebook users’ language selection behaviors,
especially the reasons that contribute to their selections. We observe and analyze when
and how Facebook users use different languages while communicating with others. We
try to figure out important factors which impact users’ language selections on Face-
book. We hope these factors might bring some implications to designers in their future
cross-cultural design.

2 Related Work

Languages on Facebook are important factors that influence users’ behaviors or
communications, especially with those who have multi-lingual backgrounds. Few
research has studied users’ language selections on Facebook and the reasons that
behind their selections. Tang et al. [5] collected 30 participants’ Facebook status
updates data and did quantitative analysis to find that language barriers influenced users
into different circles and private control.

A number of studies have analyzed the relationship between the social capital and
Facebook. Burke et al. [2] carried out longitudinal surveys to observe 415 Facebook
users’ log activities in order to explore how users’ social capital was influenced by
Facebook. They found that some users’ social capital had been increased by receiving
messages. Meanwhile, users who passively viewed news on Facebook also increased
their social capital.

Yoder and Stutzman [7] aimed to find out where on Facebook could users produce
social capital and transmit it to others. They designed a web questionnaire and sent to
the 6000 students at the university. They got 574 responses with a reasonable response
rate. By employing structural equation and regression models, they found that social
capital could be produced by intensive wall posts. These posts were public and one to
one/many communications.

Social capital is an “the actual or potential resources which are linked to a durable
network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or rec-
ognition” [1]. It was first articulated by Bourdieu in the field of social sciences.
Bourdieu also introduced another type of capital, “cultural capital”. Cultural capital can
include a broad range of goods such as art, education and forms of language [1]. Few
research has been done to examine the effect of cultural capital on Facebook users’
activities. In this paper we explore how users with multi-lingual backgrounds used
languages as their cultural capital on Facebook and how this capital affected their
communication with other Facebook users.

Locality and audience also influence users’ language selections when they interact
with each other. Lutters and Ackerman [4] did a field study on a Disney BBS, “The
Castle”. They found that the geographic locality was one of the important reasons that
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made the BBS thrive. On Facebook non-native English users outside their native
countries and in their native countries have different language selection tendencies
which are influenced by their current locality. Users outside their native countries tend
to use English as their formal selection on Facebook while users in their native
countries tend to use their native languages in all situations.

Not only locality but also the audience affects users’ language selections. Users of
Facebook have an audience of weak ties and strong ties. Weak ties are non-intimate and
not regularly maintained connections. For example, co-workers on Facebook have
weak ties. Strong ties show a relationship of intimacy and kinship, for example, ties
between close friends and families [6]. Users who have multi-lingual backgrounds on
Facebook tend to share more self-disclosure messages in their native languages to the
audience who has strong ties with them, for example, their family members and their
old friends in their country. The geographic locality also plays a role in this situation. In
sum, multilingual users with different locality and audience share their information and
cultures on Facebook. They create dynamic cultures on it.

In this paper we aim to find out how languages impact users’ interaction. By
analyzing when and why users select English or other languages, we aim to explore
what is the function of languages in certain situations. The paper tries to offer detailed
analysis on users’ language selections for the design of advanced translation tools or
the cross-cultural design of different language web pages on Facebook.

3 Methods

This study carried out participatory observation and supported the data with
semi-structured interviews. The first author participated and observed the status update
of users on Facebook. The observed users were 83 Facebook users who regularly log in
Facebook and update their status. Most of them are or were graduate students at a
university in the east coast. Among these participants 77 of them are non-American
users with multilingual backgrounds within or outside the United States. Their native
countries are Argentina, China, Columbia, French, Germany, India, Pakistan, Japan,
Malaysia, and South Korea. There are in total 78 users who have multilingual back-
grounds. The first author participated in their posts and comments, which helped her to
get a deep understanding of the users’ behaviors in the field. She also observed the
users’ wall posts and comments for over three months. She collected 12 typical
intercultural communications among the users.

In order to reduce bias and increase result credibility, we conducted semi-structured
interviews with open-ended questions to get results from users on their specific lan-
guage selections in their wall posts and comments on Facebook. We totally interviewed
10 Facebook users. Five of them whose native countries are China, Columbia, India,
Malaysia, and South Korea were interviewed face-to-face. One German user was
interviewed through an online video call. Four users in India, Pakistan and the United
States were interviewed through emails. We made audio records for the interviews.
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Once the data were collected, the transcripts of the interviews were made immediately.
The interviews were in the following areas of interest:

• The users’ multilingual backgrounds and their language proficiency
• The languages they used on Facebook
• The situations and reasons that they used English on Facebook
• The situations and reasons that they used their native languages or languages other

than English on Facebook

In order to analyze the qualitative data from the observation and interviews we
created an NVivo project to import the transcripts of the interviews and the 12 scenes
from the observation. NVivo is a software application for qualitative research analysis.
It can interpret qualitative data and unstructured data. We did open-coding of the
observation and interview data to generate themes independently. We discussed our
themes and reached agreements on the final generated themes. For the interview data
we used the first letter of each participant’s country combining with numbers to rep-
resent the participant. For example, Interviewee I2 stands for the second Indian
interviewee.

4 Results

From observation we found that audience, context and locality were important factors
that impacted user’ language selections. Non-native English speakers used English as a
formal and communicative language to all users. They used their native languages to
limit the audience to family members and certain friends. Locality also affected their
language selections. Non-native English users in their native countries tended to prefer
the native languages rather than English. Users in native English speaking countries
tend to use English more often than using their native languages other than English.
Users’ language selections also depended on different contexts. When the posts or
comments were in English, users were likely to respond in English. On the contrary,
when the posts and comments were in languages other than English, they were likely to
join the context and use certain languages other than English. For native English
speakers, they posted in other languages when they could not express themselves well
in English.

The data from the interviews supported the observation data. It showed further and
detailed information in the reasons for the interviewees’ language selections. We found
that English proficiency impacted users’ language selections. Non-native English users
who had high English language proficiency preferred to use English on Facebook in a
native English speaking country. Users who had high language proficiency both in
English and their native language often used code-switching from their native language
to English in their posts and comments. One native Bengali speaker from India
mentioned that being comfortable in both English and Bengali. She used English for
“slightly formal communications” while her native tongue Bengali was “the medium
for more spontaneous conversation.”
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Different characteristics of languages also affected users’ language selections. For
example, the Malaysian interviewee pointed out that she preferred to write in English
when she posted her status on Facebook.

Personally I usually post in English because of my personal preference and besides I think it
sounds too fancy, extravagant in my native language.” (Interviewee M)

Certain users who had multi-linguistic and cultural backgrounds with higher edu-
cation were likely to be considered to obtain more cultural capital. They used their
native languages or heritage languages when possible on Facebook to show their
identity and protect their cultural heritage. For example, the German interviewee stated
that she used German to interact with German users.

I think, I really stick to German there whenever possible… The usage of German in the US and
on Facebook among other German speakers is also a sign of identity to send a signal, that I
speak English, but that my native language and my culture is German. (Interviewee G)

5 Discussion

The results indicated that people in different localities followed a similar pattern to use
related languages. For example, users in the U.S. were likely to use English as the
dominant language on Facebook. Users in Latin America used Spanish as their primary
language. Users in Germany and Japan used German and Japanese as their preferred
languages. Non-native English users in different localities displayed different patterns
in their language selections. They chose English as their preferred language when they
stayed in English speaking countries.

(I use) English, cause I am currently living in USA, so my current activity is here, and the
common language with the people here is English. (Interviewee K)

The German interviewee who lived in Germany pointed out when she was in the
U.S., she set up her Facebook account in English. But now she has difficulties
accessing German terms.

My language setting on Facebook is English. I lived in the US when I set up my FB account and
“lived” with the English language. At that point I set the language to English on all Computer
Applications. For that reason I am often missing the German terms for these applications.
(Interviewee G)

The observation data showed that the users’ language selections changed in dif-
ferent context. When a post was initiated in English, the following comments were
likely to be in English. When a post was initiated in another language, the following
comments tended to be in that language used by their friends from the same country. Or
it could be in English used by their friends around the world. The interview data also
supported this finding. The Spanish, Malaysian and American interviewees expressed
that they paid attention to the context who commenting on posts.

I use the same language in which the comment was posted. Because I think is polite to follow
the comments in the same language. (Interviewee K)
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Also it depends on how other people’s commenting, if a person converse with me in English,
I will reply it using English and vice versa. (Interviewee M)
If the original posting was in French, I respond in French, for the most part, unless I feel like
writing in English or I see that most of the comments are in English. (Interviewee A)

Users’ language selections were not only influenced by linguistic context, but also
the cultural context. One Indian interviewee gave an example that in one of her posts
she introduced the international Labor Day to her American friends. Coincidently, the
German interviewee also mentioned the reason why she chose German to post about
the International Women’s Day.

It depends on the context. Today is May Day, the international labor day, which is an official
holiday in my native country, India. I posted the status updates, discussing the origins of this
holiday and how it first started in Chicago. But ironically it is not the holiday in USA. So this
status was in English because I was trying to reach my American friends. (Interviewee I1)
Interestingly I mentioned the International Women’s Day in German. Thinking of it, I think that
during my stay in the US, I never heard so much about it, so maybe subconsciously I decided,
that this message would mean more to my German-speaking friends than my English-speaking
friends and that it is somehow less applicable to the people I know from the United States,
although it of course is international. (Interviewee G)

Audience was an important factor that affected users’ language selections on
Facebook. From the observation, the first author found that audience who had strong
ties with the users was the special group. This group often included the users’ family
members, relatives such as cousins, and friends that grew up together. They shared the
same cultural background and similar life experiences. When the users communicated
with this group, they usually used their native languages. This cultural capital helped
them to show their intimacy relationship. In the interviews, the Indian, Korean and
Malaysian interviewee mentioned that they communicated with their families and
friends in their native languages.

If my dad, I will use Bengali (native language) even though he speaks English because our
relationship is closer than any other people. (Interviewee I1)
For my family in Korea, I use Korean. Otherwise, I usually us English. (Interviewee K)
If I initiate a post, usually it’s always in English. But most of the time, my relatives and my
friends back home prefer to converse with me in Malay, so I reply them back in Malay.
(Interviewee M)

The users usually used English to audience with weak ties, for example, general
friends. They also used English to broadcast their messages to a wider audience. The
interviewees from Columbia, Germany, Indian, Pakistan, and Korean all stated that
they use English to interact with friends worldwide.

I have friends from different countries with other languages, so the easy way to communicate
with them is using English. (Interviewee S)
I use English, when the intended audience of the message is international. I probably use
English 60–70 % of the time since most of my Facebook friends don’t speak German. Also,
I started using Facebook when I lived in the US, so I still connect Facebook to English.
(Interviewee G)
I most often use English to communicate with all my contacts. I have contacts from different
parts of the world. In order to reach all of them, I usually use English. (Interviewee I)
Most of times, Cause my most Facebook friends are from all over the country. English is the
common language for communication. (Interviewee K)
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I tend to use more of English to make the discussion more inclusive of those friends of mine
who understand English only. (Interviewee P)

The users sometimes used their native languages as language barriers to limit their
audience. For example, the Indian interviewee used her native language, Bengali, to
keep her message private. The Korean interviewee did not want to show her emotions
to all her friends. She chose her native languages to limit her audience. Another Indian
interviewee uses her native language, Bengali, for inside-jokes and one-on-one con-
versation, which is yet another example of limiting an audience on Facebook.

I use my native language to have a private conversation with someone. There is an translation
function, it will not work if I write Bangali in English scripts. So it is pretty private to people
who speak the language. People can read it but it will not make sense to them. (Interviewee I1)
Sometimes I want to post my status (emotional) – mostly negative then I use Korean so that
other people can’t understand. (Interviewee K)
Bengali inside-jokes, quotes from Bengali movies/books, or Bengali idioms intended solely for
my Bengali Facebook friends. One-on-one conversations with Bengali friends, almost always
feel more appropriate in Bengali. (Interviewee I2)

The users’ language proficiency had an impact on their language selections on
Facebook. For users who had higher language proficiency in certain languages, they
could choose freely what they wanted to use to express their opinions. For example, the
Korean and Indian interviewees’ English language proficiency was as good as their
native languages. Also because they have been stayed in the U.S. till now, they pre-
ferred to use English when post their status.

English. I am used to use English. I have created my Facebook here in America, which is
English version. I couldn’t find any difference between two languages. (Interviewee K)
English is like my native language. It is really based on the context and the person that I’m
communicating with. (Interview I1)

The users with high language proficiency sometimes used code-switching when
they posted or commented on Facebook. For instance, the Indian interviewee used
three languages (Indian, Bengali, and English) as her native languages. She mentioned
that all her Indian friends and she used code-switching. It was natural for them to do it.

The respondent from Pakistan was proficient in languages other than English, like
Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi, or Wolof, a language spoken in Senegal and a few other African
nations, which this respondent was learning. She mentioned that she was comfortable
using different languages with Facebook friends who were bi- or multi-lingual.

Interacting with folks who are bi/multilingual in the same languages that I’m familiar with, I do
at times take the liberty of using languages other than English, like Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi, or
Wolof, so I use these languages at times when communicating with friends (Interviewee P)

The Malay interviewee pointed out that she needed to be careful about using
English when communicating with her friends in her home country. She needed to pay
attention to the context because not all her friends had a high level of English profi-
ciency. If she always used English to interact with her friends in her country, they
would consider that she was showing off.

I think I have to be cautious and alert people preferences in conversing with me, cause speaking
too much English may cause perception that I’m showing off. (Interviewee M)
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As we mentioned in the result, the characteristics of different languages also
affected users’ language selections. The Malay interviewee usually used English when
she updated her status. She explained that English is formal, while Malay is too flowery
to her. In a similar vein, the Pakistani respondent mentioned the broad reach of the
English language, and its inclusiveness and success in reaching a large group of people
were reasons why she used English on Facebook:

Also, if I’m having a discussion about some social issues, politics etc., I tend to use more of
English to make the discussion more inclusive of those friends of mine who understand English
only (Interviewee P).

The users with more cultural capital intentionally used their native languages or
heritage languages on Facebook to keep their cultural heritage. The German intervie-
wee pointed out that she did not like the English-only movements in the U.S. when she
stayed in the U.S.

While living in the US, I always spoke German to Germans unless non-German speakers were
involved in the conversation and I never liked it when Native speakers of other languages than
English used English to talk among each other. My dislike for this has to do with the cultural
imperialist tendencies of the US. The usage of German in the US and on FB among other
German speakers is also a sign of identity to send a signal, that I speak English, but that my
native language and my culture is German (Interviewee G).

The first author also observed that Chinese users had the tendency to use Chinese
with their Chinese friends on Facebook even though they lived in the United States.
The Chinese user expressed that this contributed to his identity and cultural habits.
Meanwhile, the American interviewee who married a native French speaker spoke in
French to her baby girls. She also posted in French on Facebook. She mentioned that
when she found that it was difficult for her to express her ideas in English, she would
use French.

I choose to use French when what I have to say doesn’t translate well into English. For
example, my last post in French, had to do with a conversation I had with Hawa. She had said
something really funny, but in French. It just doesn’t translate well into English, so I posted in
French. (Interviewee A)

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Facebook is one of the most popular social networking sites in the world. With its
increased international users, the language-based communication has huge space for
advanced translation and cross-cultural design. This study explored when and why
users with multi-lingual backgrounds used different languages on Facebook. Audience,
locality and context were three important factors that impacted users’ language
selections. Users’ language proficiency, the characteristics of languages, and users’
cultural capital also affected their selections on language usage on Facebook.

In this study we used participant observation and interviews to collect the data.
Participant observation helped us to get basic guidelines of users’ language selections.
The interviews allowed us to get an in-depth look at the users’ language selections. We
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interviewed 10 users in this study. Future studies can focus on interviewing more users
with even more varied linguistic backgrounds. An ethnographic study could be carried
out in order to collect more valuable information from users’ language selection
behaviors.
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